This 
For each e > 0 there is a 8 > 0 so that \(f(x) -f(y))/(x -y)\ > 8 fot 
That is, E (f) is the degree of best approximation to f by polynomials of degree n or less.
In the following theorem we let E = E (/), and use the technique used in [5] . 
and (10) °<ßn~x<Dn.
Choose N fot which n > N implies D < e. for n > N and x . , + 2e < x < x. -2e, we have
Thus, using (2) and (6) and (11) P
Similarly, if / is decreasing on [x ._x + 2e, x.
-2e] we see that for n> N and x . , + 2e < x < x. -2e we have using (7)
By (12) and (13) a<sx<b'
